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We prove a generalization of the Strong Szego Limit Theorem for Zoll type
operators on smooth compact closed manifolds. More precisely, let X be a compact
manifold, and let Q : C(X )  C(X ) be a self-adjoint first order elliptic 9DO
whose spectrum is [1, 2, 3, . . .]. Let A be a zeroth order 9DO on X whose spectrum
does not contain zero in its closed convex hull. Write Pn for the projector onto the
span of the eigenfunctions of Q with eigenvalues in [1, ..., n]. Our main result is a
second order asymptotic formula for log det PnAPn , as n  .  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let S1 denote the circle R2?Z and let Pn denote the space of functions
on S 1 spanned by [eim% : 0mn&1]. Write Pn for the orthogonal
projection L2(S 1)  Pn . For f # L1(S1) let f n denote the n th Fourier
coefficient of f ;
f n=|
S1
f (%) e&in%
d%
2?
.
For a function f on S1 let Mf denote the operator multiplication by f.
The Strong Szego Limit Theorem. If the function f : S 1  C has a
logarithm satisfying
:
m # Z
|m| |log fm@| 2<,
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then
log det PnMf Pn=n |
2?
0
log f (%)
d%
2?
+ :

m=1
m log fm@ log f&m@
+o(1) modulo 2?i as n  . (0.1)
This result is due to G. Szego , see [GS].
Throughout this paper, X is a smooth, compact, closed, d dimensional
manifold, Q : C(X )  C(X) is a self-adjoint first order elliptic 9DO
with spectrum [1, 2, 3, . . .]. Write q(x, !) for the principal symbol of Q, and
consider the bicharacteristic vector field
3= :
d
i=1 \
q
!i

xi
&
q
xi

!i+ .
Since the spectrum of Q is [1, 2, 3, . . .], the trajectories of this vector field
are all periodic with period 2?, see [DG]. We assume that the trajectories
are all simply periodic with period 2?. Such an operator Q is called an
operator of Zoll type. Given a point (x, !) # T*(X ), let #(s ; x, !), 0s2?
be the trajectory of 3 with #(0; x, !)=(x, !). Write ?k for the projector
onto the eigenspace of Q with eigenvalue k, for convenience set ?k=0 if
k0, and write Pn=kn ?k .
A is a zeroth order 9DO on X. Write a(x, !) for the principal symbol of
A. In general for a pseudodifferential operator B, write _0(B)(x, !) for the
principal symbol of B. This is a function on T*(X )"0.
We decompose A into its Fourier coefficients as
A= :

n=&
An ,
where
An =:
k
?n+k A?k
=
1
2? |
2?
0
einte&itQAeitQ dt
By Egorov [E], the operator An is a zeroth order 9DO. Moreover, its
symbol is given by
_(An)(x, !)=
1
2? |
2?
0
_(A)(#(t ; x, !)) eint dt. (0.2)
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Theorem 0.1. (The analogue of the strong Szego limit theorem for Zoll
operators). Suppose that the closed convex hull of the spectrum of A does not
contain the origin, and that the principal symbol of Q satisfies q(x, &!)=
q(x, !). Then the following asymptotic expansion holds:
trace log(PnAPn)&trace Pn log APn
=
nd&1d
2d+1?d
:

j=1
j ||
q(x, !)<1
_0((log A) j)(x, !) _0((log A)& j)(x, !) d! dx
+o(nd&1), (0.3)
Remark. If we drop the assumption that q(x, &!)=q(x, !), then a
more complicated term appears on the right hand side of (0.2). The
interested reader can obtain this formula by following our proof without
using (1.3).
We now write down explicitly the asymptotics of trace Pn log APn and
hence give an explicit formula for log det(PnAPn)=trace log(Pn APn).
We first introduce the GuilleminWodzicki residue for pseudodifferential
operators. Let B be a pseudodifferential operator on X of integral order ;,
with symbol expansion in local coordinates
_(B)(x, !)tb;(x, !)+b;&1(x, !)+ } } }
where bj (x, !) is homogeneous in ! of degree j. Then
1
(2?)d \| |!|=1 b&d (x, !) d!+ dx
is a well defined density on M. (It does not depend on the coordinates in
which it is computed.) Define the residue of B
Res(B)=
1
(2?)d |M ||!|=1 b&d (x, !) d! dx.
Now the principal symbol q(x, !) of Q is positive, and
Res(Q&dA)=
1
(2?)d |M ||!|=1 (q(x, !))
&d a(x, !) d! dx
=
d
(2?)d ||[(x, !) # T*X : q(x, !)<1] a(x, !) d! dx, (0.4)
which clearly only depends on the principal symbols of A and Q. We
remark that the integral in (0.3) is (nd&12) Res(Q&d (log A) j (log A)& j).
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Lemma 0.2.
trace ?nA?n t :
&<kd&1
cknk, ck=Res(Q&1&kA).
For the proof, see the appendix. From Lemma 2, we see that
trace PnAPn = :
n
j=1
trace ?jA?j
=cd&1 :
n
j=1
jd&1+cd&2 :
n
j=1
jd&2+O(nd&2)
=\n
d
d
+
nd&1
2 + Res(Q&dA)+
nd&1
d&1
Res(Q1&dA)+O(nd&2).
Combining this with Theorem 0.1, we get immediately:
Theorem 0.1$. If the closed convex hull of the spectrum of A does not
contain the origin, and q(x, !)=q(x, &!), then the following asymptotic
expansion holds:
trace log(PnAPn)=\n
d
d
+
nd&1
2 + Res(Q&1 log A)+
nd&1
d&1
Res(Q1&d log A)
+
nd&1
2
:

j=1
j Res(Q&d (log A) j (log A)& j)+o(nd&1).
(0.5)
We calculate the residues on the right explicitly in the following special
case. Let X be a Zoll manifold, that is a compact, closed, d dimensional
Riemannian manifold all of whose geodesics are closed and simple with
length 2?. Write 2 for the LaplaceBeltrami operator on X. There exists
a constant : such that the spectrum of - &2 is concentrated in bands
around the points k+(:4), k # [1, 2, . . .], see [DG]. Indeed, there
exists V, a 9DO of order &1, such that Q=- &2&(:4)+V is Zoll and
[V, 2]=0, see [CV]. Let Pn be defined as a spectral projector for Q as
above, so Pn is the projector onto the span of the eigenfunctions of - &2
with eigenvalues in the first n bands.
Theorem 0.3. Let X be a Zoll manifold, and suppose that f is a smooth
complex valued function on X such that the convex hull of the image of f does
not contain zero, and let Mf be the operator, multiplication by f. Then the
following asymptotic formula holds:
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trace log(PnMf Pn)=
Vd
(2?)d \nd+dnd&1 \
1
2
+
:
4++ |X log f (x) - g(x) dx
+
nd&1
8(2?)d+1 ||X_X
(log f (x)&log f ( y))2
sin2(dist(x, y)2)
_#(x, y) - g(x) - g( y) dx dy+o(nd&1), (0.6)
where Vd is the volume of the unit ball in Rd, g(x) is the determinant of the
metric tensor, and #(x, y) is defined as follows. For x # X fixed, the exponen-
tial map on Tx X can be used to define polar coordinates (r, %) on a dense
open subset of X. Here, 0r<?, r=dist(x, y), and % # S d&1. Write d% for
the standard measure on S d&1. For y # X, it causes no confusion to write
dr d%( y) for the pull back of the measure dr d% from R+_Sd&1 to X. Define
#(x, y) by
#(x, y) - g( y) dy=dr d%( y).
Remark. In the case d=1, Theorem 3 is a minor variation of the
strong Szego limit theorem, where the space Pn is replaced by the span of
[eik% : |k|n]. The second term on the right hand side of (0.6) agrees with
the second term in (0.1), since, for h=log f,
:

j=1
jh j h & j=
1
8(2?)2 |
2?
0
|
2?
0
(h(x)&h( y))2
sin2 12 (x& y)
dx dy. (0.7)
For the d dimensional sphere, #(x, y)=sin1&d (dist(x, y)). For the 2 and 3
dimensional spheres formula (0.5) was obtained in [Ok, 1] and [Ok, 2].
For the d dimensional sphere, (0.6) was conjectured in [Ok, 2].
Some other analogues of the strong Szego limit theorem are listed in
Section 2.
1. PROOFS
First we calculate the asymptotics of the moments.
Lemma 1.1. If q(x, !)=q(x, &!), then
trace(PnAPn)s&trace Pn AsPn
=
&nd&1
2
:
s&1
r=1
:

j=1
sj
r(s&r)
Res(Q&d (Ar) j (As&r)& j)+o(nd&1). (1.1)
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Later, by making a Taylor expansion of the logarithm at the identity, we
use (1.1) to prove Theorem 0.1. At the end of this section, we prove
Theorem 0.3 by calculating residues.
Proof of Lemma 1.1. Start by assuming that A has only finitely many
Fourier terms, i.e., for some M, Ak=0 for |k|>M. For any l and any list
of real numbers k1 , ..., kl , define
m
*
(k1 , ..., kl)=min[0, k1 , k1+k2 , ..., k1+ } } } +kl].
Using the fact that AkPn=Pn+kAk , we get
(PnAPn)s= :
k 1 , ..., ks
PnAk 1 Pn } } } Aks Pn
= :
k 1 , ..., k s
PnPn+k 1 } } } Pn+k1+ } } } +k s Ak1 } } } Ak s
= :
k 1 , ..., k s
Pn+m*(k 1 , ..., k s) Ak 1 } } } Ak s
= :
k 1 , ..., k s
PnAk 1 } } } Aks& :
k 1 , ..., ks
:
m*(k1 , ..., ks)< j0
?n+ j Ak 1 } } } Aks
=PnAs& :
k1 , ..., ks
:
m*(k 1 , ..., k s)< j0
?n+ j Ak 1 } } } Aks . (1.2)
We remark that since A has only finitely many Fourier terms, all the above
sums are finite.
Now since ?n Ak 1 } } } Ak s = ?n Ak 1 } } } Aks ?n & k1 & } } } & ks , we see that
trace ?nAk1 } } } Aks=0 unless k1+ } } } +ks=0. From Lemma 0.2, we see
that
trace ?nAk1 } } } Ak s=n
d&1 Res(Q&dAk1 } } } Ak s)+o(n
d&1)
as n  , hence
trace(PnAPn)s&trace PnAsPn
=& :
k 1 , ..., ks
:
m*(k1 , ..., k s)< j0
trace ?n+ j Ak1 } } } Aks
=nd&1 :
k1+ } } } +ks=0
m
*
(k1 , ..., ks) Res(Q&dAk1 } } } Ak s)+o(n
d&1).
Now by (0.4), Res(Q&dAk1 } } } Aks) is independent of permutations of
[1, ..., s]. Write Cr for the cyclic group generated by (1, ..., r).
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Lemma 1.2. (HuntDyson formula)
:
{ # Cr
(m
*
(k{ 1 , ..., k{r)&m*(k{ 1 , ..., k{ r&1))=(k1+ } } } +kr)& ,
where
%t={%0,
%<0,
%0.
We remark that
:
k1+ } } } +kr= j
Ak1 } } } Akr=(A
r) j .
From (1.2), we have
trace(PnAPn)s&tracePn AsPn
=nd&1 :
k1+ } } } +k s=0
m
*
(k1 , ..., ks) Res(Q&dAk1 } } } Aks)+o(n
d&1)
=nd&1 :
1rs&1
k1+ } } } +k s=0
(m
*
(k1 , ..., kr)&m*(k1 , ..., kr&1))
_Res(Q&dAk 1 } } } Aks)+o(n
d&1)
=nd&1 :
1rs&1
k1+ } } } +k s=0
1
r
:
{ # Cr
(m
*
(k{ 1 , ..., k{ r)&m*(k{ 1 , ..., k{ r&s))
_Res(Q&dAk 1 } } } Aks)+o(n
d&1)
=nd&1 :
1rs&1
k1+ } } } +k s=0
1
r
(k1+ } } } +kr)& Res(Q&dAk 1 } } } Aks)+o(n
d&1)
=nd&1 :
s&1
r=1
:

j=1
:
l1+ } } } +l s&r= j
k1+ } } } +kr=&j
& j
r
Res(Q&dAk 1 } } } Akr Al1 } } } Al s&r)
+o(nd&1)
=&nd&1 :
s&1
r=1
:

j=1
j
r
Res(Q&d (Ar)& j (As&r) j)+o(nd&1).
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To complete the proof of (1.1) for the case when A has finite Fourier
expansion, we must show that
:
s&1
r=1
1
r
Res(Q&d (Ar)& j (As&r) j )
=
1
2
:
s&1
r=1
s
r(s&r)
Res(Q&d (Ar) j (As&r)& j ) (1.3)
We first remark that for zero order operators A and B,
Res(Q&dA& j Bj)=Res(Q&dAjB& j ).
Indeed, we have
_0(A& j)(x, !)=
1
2? |
2?
0
_0(A)(#(t ; x, !)) e&ijt dt
=
1
2? |
2?
0
_0(A)(#(t ; x, &!)) eijt dt=_0(Aj)(x, &!)
and making the change of variable (x, !)  (x, &!),
Res(Q&dA& jBj )=
d
(2?)n ||q(x, !)<1 _0(A& j)(x, !) _0(Bj)(x, !) d! dx
=
d
(2?)n ||q(x, !)<1 _0(Aj)(x, &!) _0(B& j)(x, &!) d! dx
=Res(Q&dAjB& j).
Here we have used the fact that q(x, !)=q(x, &!). Now
:
s&1
r=1
1
r
Res(Q&d (Ar)& j (As&r) j)= :
s&1
r=1
1
s&r
Res(Q&d (Ar) j (As&r)& j)
= :
s&1
r=1
1
r
Res(Q&d (Ar) j (As&r)& j)
Taking the mean of the second two expressions yields (1.3), since
1
2(s&r)
+
1
2r
=
s
2r(s&r)
.
Now we extend (1.1) to any zero order 9DOA. We write &A& for the
operator norm of A.
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Lemma 1.3. If A is a zero order DO, then the sequence &Aj& is rapidly
decreasing in j.
Proof. Write Ad Q(A)=[Q, A]. If A is zero order, then so is Ad Q(A).
We will show that
j N &Aj &&(Ad Q)n (A)&,
which proves the Lemma. The case N=0 is easy to prove.
For N=1, first write B=Bn=PnAPn . Then
[Q, B]=:
j
[Q, Bj]=:
j, k
[Q, ?k+ j B?k]=:
j, k
j?j+k B?k=:
j
jBj .
Thus
& jBj&&[Q, B]&=&[Q, PnAPn]&=&Pn[Q, A] Pn &&[Q, A]&.
The first inequality follows from the fact that the terms jBj are the Fourier
coefficients of [Q, A]. Now &Aj&=limn   &B (n)j &, and so we are done.
A similar argument works for bigger values of N, after observing by
induction that (Ad Q)N (B)=j jNBj .
Now define
&A&
*
=&A&+sup
n
n(1&d )2 &PnA(I&Pn)&2 .
Lemma 1.4. (a) &AB&
*
&A&
*
&B&+&A& &B&
*
.
(b) &Ar&
*
r&A&r&1 &A&
*
.
(c) &AB&
*
&A&
*
&B&
*
(d)
:

j=1
j |Res(Q&dA& jBj)|&A&* &B&*.
Proof.
&Pn AB(I&Pn)&2&PnAPnB(I&Pn)&2+&PnA(I&Pn) B(I&Pn)&2
&PnA& &Pn B(I&Pn)&2+&PnA(I&Pn)&2 &B(I&Pn)&
&A& &PnB(I&Pn)&2+&PnA(I&Pn)&2 &B&.
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From this, (a), (b), (c) follow easily. For (d),
&PnA(I&Pn)&22 =trace Pn A(I&Pn) A*Pn
= :

j=&
trace PnA& j (I&Pn) Aj*Pn
= :

j=&
:
n& j<kn
trace ?kA& j Aj*?k
tnd&1 :

j=&
j Res(Q&dA& jAj*).
To get the final line, use Lemmas 0.2, 1.3 and the dominated convergence
theorem. (d) then follows by Cauchy-Schwarz.
Write
t0n(s ; A)=
1
nd&1
trace(&(PnAPn)s+PnAsPn)
t1n(s ; A)=
1
2
:
s&1
r=1
:

j=1
j
r(s&r)
Res(Q&d (Ar)& j (As&r) j ).
Lemma 1.5. (a) For :=0, 1, t:n(s ; A)s
2 &A&s&2 &A&2
*
.
(b) If &A&
*
, &B&
*
<M, then for :=0, 1,
|t:n(s ; A)&t
:
n(s ; B)|sM
s&1 &A&B&
*
.
Proof of Lemma 1.5.
(a)
|t0n(s ; A)|=
1
nd&1 } trace :
s&1
r=1
(PnA)r (I&Pn) As&rPn }

1
nd&1
:
s&1
r=1
&(PnA)r (I&Pn)&2 &(I&Pn) As&rPn&2

1
nd&1
:
s&1
r=1
&(PnA)r&1& &PnA(I&Pn)&2 &(I&Pn) As&rPn&2
 :
s&1
r=1
(s&r) &As&2& &A&2
*
,
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by Lemma 1.4(b), and
|t1n(s ; A)|= } 12 :
s&1
r=1
:

j=1
j
r(s&r)
Res(Q&dAr& jA
s&r
j ) }

1
2
:
s&1
r=1
1
r(s&r)
&Ar&
*
&As&r&
*

s
2
&As&2& &A&2
*
.
(b)
|t0n(s ; A)&t
0
n(s ; B)|
=
1
nd&1 } trace :
s&1
r=1
((PnA)r (I&Pn) As&rPn&(PnB)r (I&Pn) Bs&r Pn) }

1
nd&1
:
s&1
r=1
|trace(Pn A)r (I&Pn)(As&r&Bs&r) Pn
+trace((PnA)r&(PnB)r)(I&Pn) Bs&rPn |

1
nd&1
:
s&1
r=1
(&(Pn A)r (I&Pn)&2 &(I&Pn)(As&r&Bs&r) Pn&2
+&((Pn A)r&(PnB)r)(I&Pn)&2 &(I&Pn) Bs&rPn&2)

1
nd&1
:
s&1
r=1
(&(Pn A)r (I&Pn)&2 &(I&Pn)(As&r&Bs&r) Pn&2
+&((PnA)r&1+ } } } +(PnB)r&1) Pn(A&B)(I&Pn)&2
_&(I&P)n Bs&rPn&2)
Mr &As&r&Bs&r&
*
+rM s&1 &A&B&
*
sMs&1 &A&B&
*
.
Also,
|t1n(s ; A)&t
1
n(s ; B)|
=
1
2
:
s&1
r=1
:

j=1
j
r(s&r)
(Res(Q&d (Ar&Br)& j (As&r) j)
+Res(Q&d (Br)& j )(As&r&Bs&r) j )

1
2
:
s&1
r=1
1
r(s&r)
(&Ar&Br&
*
&As&r&
*
+&Br&
*
&As&r&Bs&r&
*
)

s
2
Ms&1 &A&B&
*
.
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Lemma 1.1 states that for zero order pseudodifferential operators A,
t0n(s ; A)&st
1
n(s ; A)=o(n
d&1) as n  . (1.4)
We proved that (1.4) holds when A is replaced by A(M)= |k|<M Ak .
However, by Lemma 1.3, &A&A(M)&
*
 0 as M  , and so by
Lemma 1.5(b), we get (1.4) for all A.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 0.1. As we remarked, the right
hand side of (0.3) is (nd&12) Res(Q&d (log A) j (log A)& j). By a simple
scaling, Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following:
Lemma 1.6. If A is a zero order pseudodifferential operator on X with
&A&<1, then
trace log(Pn(I&A) Pn)&trace Pn log(I&A) Pn
=
nd&1
2
:

j=1
j Res(Q&d (log(I&A)) j (log(I&A))& j)+o(nd&1).
Proof of Lemma 1.6. Let t0 and t1 be defined as above. Now
trace log Pn(I&A) Pn&trace Pn log(I&A) Pn
= :

s=2
1
2
(&trace(PnAPn)s+trace PnasPn)
=nd&1 :

s=2
1
s
t0n(s ; A),
and
:

j=1
j Res(Q&d (log(I&A)) j (log(I&A))& j)
= :

r=1
:

u=1
:

j=1
j
ru
Res(Q&d (Ar) j (Au)& j)
= :

s=2
:
s&1
r=1
:

j=1
j
r(s&r)
Res(Q&d (Ar) j (As&r)& j)
= :

s=2
t1n(s ; A).
The sums here converge absolutely, since
:

j=1
j |Res(Q&d (Ar) j (Au)& j)|C &Ar&* &A
u&
*
C &A&r+u&2 &A&2
*
.
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Hence
} trace log Pn(I&A) Pn&trace Pn log(1&A) Pn
&
nd&1
2
:

j=1
j Res(Q&d (log(I&A)) j (log(I&A))& j) }
nd&1 :

s=2 }
1
s
t0n(s ; A)&t
1
n(s ; A) } .
By Lemma 1.5(a), (1.4) and the dominated convergence theorem we see
that this final expression is o(nd&1) as n  , which completes the proof
of Lemma 1.6 and hence Theorem 0.1.
Proof of Theorem 0.3. Working in normal coordinates, x=x1, ..., xd )
around a fixed point p # X, &2 has symbol |!| 2+O( |!| |x| )+O( |!| 2 |x| 2).
Using the symbolic calculus, we find that if Q=- &2&(:4) I, then Q&d
has principal symbol |!|&d at x=0, while Q1&d has principal symbol
|!| 1&d and the second term in the symbol expansion is (:(d&1)4) |!|&d at
x=0. Hence for a smooth function h on X,
Res(Q&dMh)=
vol(S d&1)
(2?)d |X h(x) - g(x) dx,
and
Res(Q1&dMh)=
:(d&1)
4
vol(Sd&1)
(2?)d | h(x) - g(x) dx.
Combining this with (0.5) gives the first term on the right hand side of (0.6).
Let B be a zero order 9DO on X with principal symbol b(x, !)=b(x).
We have
Res(Q&dBjB& j)=
d
(2?)d |q(x, !)<1 _(Bj)(x, !) _(B& j)(x, !) d! dx,
and by (0.2) and (0.7),
:

j=1
j Res(Q&dBjB& j)
=
d
8(2?)d+2 |q(x, !)<1 |
2?
0
|
2?
0
(b(#(t ; x, !))&b(#(s ; x, !)))2
sin2((t&s)2)
ds dt d! dx.
(1.5)
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Set (x$, %)=#(x, !, s), r=t&s. Then ds dt d! dx=ds dr d% dx$, and (1.5) is
equal to
d
8(2?)d+2 |q(x$, %)<1 |
2?
0
|
2?
0
(b(#(r ; x$, %))&b(x$))2
sin2(r2)
dr ds d% dx$
=
1
4(2?)d+1 |X ||%|=1 |
?
0
(b(#(r ; x$, %))&b(x$))2
sin2(r2)
dr d% - g(x$) dx$.
From this, we get the second term in the right in (0.6).
2. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We conclude with a few remarks about multidimensional strong Szego
limit theorems which are not specifically associated with a Zoll operator on
a compact manifold (but are, for the most part, associated with other Zoll
type phenomena):
1. Let A be a zeroth order pseudodifferential operator on Rd whose
Weyl symbol is polyhomogeneous with respect to the homotheties,
(x, !)  (*12x, *12!), and let Pn be projection onto the subspace of L2(Rd )
spanned by the Hermite functions of degree n. Then trace (PnAPn)s
admits a two-tiered asymptotic expansion of the form (1.1) in which Q is
the harmonic oscillator. (See [JZ].)
2. Let Bd be the closed unit ball in Cd and H 2 the space of L2
holomorphic functions on Bd. Given f # C (Bd ) let Tf be the contraction
to H 2 of the operator multiplication by f, and let Pn be the projection of H2
onto the space spanned by the polynomials,
:
|:|n
a:z:, z=(z1 , ..., zd).
Then trace (PnTfPn)s admits a two-tiered asymptotic expansion of the
form (1.1) involving ‘‘Toeplitz’’ analogues of the residues (0.4) (cf. [Gu, 2])
in particular the replacement for Q in (0.4) is the operator, i  zr zr .)
3. For d=1 the example above yields the classical Szego theorem (0.1).
Both of the previous examples are special cases of a Szego theorem for
multidimensional Toeplitz operators of the type discussed in [BG]. (The
first example can be translated into a theorem of this type by means of the
standard isomorphism between L2(Rd) and the Bargmann space of holo-
morphic functions on Cd which are L2 summable with respect to the measure,
exp(&|z| 2) dz dz .) We will discuss these and other Toeplitz analogues of
the theorems in this paper in a future article.
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4. There is an analogue of the Szego theorem (0.1), where the circle
S1 is replaced by the interval [&1, 1], and Pn is the orthogonal projection
onto the polynomials of degree at most n. Here, changing the measure on
[&1, 1] gives rise to different projections Pn . Special cases are the Szego
theorems for ultraspherical polynomials. (See [Hi].) In [Ok, 2], still
working on the interval, Pn is the spectral projection for a general Sturm
Liouville operator with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. In [J1]
an analogue of (0.1) is proved where S1 is replaced by a general smooth
Jordan curve in the complex plane, and Pn is the orthogonal projection
onto the polynomials in z of degree at most n, with respect to arc length.
5. If a compact Lie group, K, acts on X and this action preserves Q,
there are various equivariant versions of Theorem 0.1. For instance let
X=S2 and let S 1 act on S2 by rotation about the z-axis. Let A be an S1
invariant zeroth order pseudodifferential operator and let
1 : L2(S2)  L2(S 2)S1
be orthogonal projection. (Here, L2(S2)S1 denotes the S 1 invariant functions
in L2(S 2).) Then there is a strong Szego theorem for trace (1PnAPN1 )s
(which is basically just the Szego theorem for Legendre polynomials first
proved in [Hi]). More generally for arbitrary K and X, suppose the action
of K on X has the property ( V ) below: For x # X let Nx be the co-normal
space to K } x at X and let Kx be the stabilizer group of x in K. (Note that
Kx acts linearly on Nx .)
For all x # X and all ! # Nx&0, the stabilizer group of ! in Kx is finite.
(V)
This property implies that the projection operator
1 : L2(X)  L2(X)K
is a Fourier integral operator, and one can deduce from this fact a two-tiered
Szego asymptotics for trace (1PnAPn1 )s analogous to (1.1).
6. Several years ago one of us proved that for any positive self-adjoint
first order elliptic pseudodifferential operator, Q : C(X)  C(X), one has
a weak Szego limit theorem
trace(P*AP*)k=(2?)&d *d |
q(x, !)<1
a(x, !)k dx d!+o(*d), (2.1)
P* being projection onto the eigenfunctions of Q with eigenvalue <*. (See
[Gu, 1].) Moreover Ho rmander ([Ho, 1], Section 29.1) showed that the
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o(*d) on the right can be replaced by O(*d&12), and recently Laptev and
Safarov [LS] have shown that, in fact, one can replace o(*d) by O(*d&1).
Moreover, it is not hard to show that for k=1 in (2.1), the error term on
the right is o(*d&1) providing the set of periodic trajectories in T*X&O of
the bicharacteristic flow associated with q(x, !) is of measure zero (in other
words providing Q is non-Zoll in a rather strong sense). These results
suggest that there may be two-tiered Szego limit theorems for other operators
besides Zoll operators; and, in fact, there are, as the following two examples
show.
7. There is an analogue of Lemma 1.1 where X is replaced by Rd, A
is a pseudo-differential operator on Rd of sufficiently negative order, and
for any fixed domain 0 in Rd, P* is multiplication on the Fourier transform
side by the characteristic function of *0. (See [W]).
8. Similar to the case described in 7, there is an analogue of Theorem 0.3
where X is replaced by the flat d-dimensional torus, and for any fixed
smooth domain 0 in Rd satisfying certain weak conditions, P* is truncation
operator on the Fourier transform side to the finite Fourier series supported
on *0. (See [Do], [L], [Ok, 1].)
Kurt Johansson [Jo, 2] noticed recently that there is a remarkable
connection between the asymptotics (0.1) and the random behavior of n_n
unitary matrices as n goes to infinity.1 It would be interesting to know
whether the multidimensional Szego theorems described here have similar
implications in random matrix theory.
APPENDIX
We will give here details of the proof of Lemma 2. We begin by observing
that if the bicharacteristic flow on T*X&0 associated with q(x, !) is simply
periodic of period 2? then
trace(exp itQ) At :
&
k=d&1
ck(A) /k(t) (1)
where
/k(t)= :
n>0
nkeint. (2)
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(Indeed, by [DG], Section 4, the left hand side of (1) is a classical co-normal
distribution on the circle with wave front set at t=0, {>0, and every such
distribution admits an asymptotic expansion of the form above.) Rewriting
the left hand side in the form
: eitn trace ?nA?n
and comparing Fourier coefficients one deduces
trace ?nA?n t :
&
k=d&1
ck(A) nk (3)
We will now show that the ck(A)’s can also be characterized as symbolic
residues: Consider the zeta function
‘A(z)=trace QzA.
This function has simple poles at z=&d, &d+1, &d+2, etc., and we will
show that the residues at these poles are cd&1(A), cd&2(A), etc. (In other
words, ck(A)=Res(Q&k&1A).)
We will deduce this result from the following more general result: Let Q
be any positive self-adjoint first order elliptic 9DO of order one. (i.e. not
necessarily an operator of Zoll type.) By [Ho, 1], Section 4 there is an
asymptotic expansion of the form
trace(exp itQ) At :
&
k=d&1
ck(A) /k(t) (4)
near t=0 where
/k(t)=|

*0
tkeits ds, *0>0. (5)
(This /k is not the same as the /k defined by (2), however; it differs
from it by a function which is smooth in a neighborhood of zero; so the
asymptotic expansion (4) is identical with the asymptotic expansion (1).
Theorem. The ck(A)’s occurring in (4) are the residues at the points,
z=&k&1, of the zeta function
‘A(z)=trace QzA.
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Proof. Let P* be projection onto the span of the eigenfunction of P of
eigenvalue *i*, and let
_(*)=trace P*AP* .
Then
d_@
d*
(t)=trace(exp itQ) A =def e(t).
Let \ be a function whose Fourier transform is C , is supported in the set
|t|<= and is one on the set |t|<=2. For small enough =
\^ d_
@
d*
(t)t :
&
k=d&1
ck(A) /^k(t);
so by taking inverse Fourier transforms:
\ V
d_
d*
t :
&
k=d&1
ck(A) *k (6)
for *>>0. Consider now the zeta function above,
‘A(z)=|

*0
*z
d_
d*
d*, (7)
where 0<*0<inf spec Q. We will prove below that the expression
|

*0
*z \d_d*&\ V
d_
d*+ d* (8)
is holomorphic in z in the whole z plane. In other words
|

*0
*z
d_
d*
d*
differs from
|

*0
*z \\ V d_d*+ d* (9)
by a holomorphic function of z. Thus if one substitutes the expansion (6)
into (9) one gets
‘A(z)= :
&N
k=d&1
ck(A) |

1
*z+k d*+ } } } (10)
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where
|

1
*z+k d*=
1
z+k+1
d
d*
*z+k+1 }

1
=&
1
z+k+1
and the ‘‘ } } } ’’ is a function which is holomorphic for Re z<N. Thus the
residue of ‘A(z) is ck(A) at z=&k&1 as claimed. To prove that (8) is
holomorphic in the whole z plane, let #(*) be a smooth function which is
supported in *>*0 z and is one for *>*0 . Setting
/z(*)=#(*) *z
and
f (*)=
d
d*
_(*)
it suffices to show that
|

&
/z(*)( f (*)&\ V f (*)) d*
is holomorphic in the whole z plane. Therefore, if one rewrites this
expression as
|

&
/$ s(t)(1&\^(t)) f (t) dt
and notes that f (t) is a tempered distribution in t, it suffices to prove. K
Lemma. (1&\^) /$ z is an entire function of z (with values in S(R).)
Proof. By definition of the inverse Fourier transform
/$ z(t)=(2?)&1 |

&
ei*t#(*) *z d*
=(2?)&1 \it+
k
|

&
ei*t \ dd*+
k
#(*) *z d*
Since 1&\^ is zero when |t|<=2, one can show from this that (1&\^) /$ z is
bounded in all the semi-norms
| f | r, s=sup } tr \ ddt+
s
f }
uniformly on compact subsets of the z-plane. K
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Note added in proof. After submitting this paper for publication, we
noticed that this second-order asymptotic formula could be replaced by an
asymptotics to all orders. For a brief description of this result, which
depends very much on the results below, see the research announcement
[GO].
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